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NAIROB 28472 240858Z
ACTION FBO-01

INFO LOG-00 AF-01 A-01 OASY-00 FOE-00 L-03 ADS-00
FMP-00 /005W

240856Z DEC 92
FM AMEMBASSY NAIROBI
TO SECSTATE WASHDC IMMEDIATE 4384

UNCLAS NAIROBI 28472

FOR A/FBO - WAJAT IQBAL AND AF/EX/BFO - CHUCK GRECO
FROM RBFO

E.O. 12356: N/A
TAGS: AFIN, ABLD
SUBJECT: FBO FUNDING FOR MOGADISHU - 2562

REF: MOGADISHU 0046

1. REQUEST DOLS 77,260 IN 7400 monies for allotment
2562 to permit payment of two leases negotiated at the
U.S. Liaison office in Mogadishu.

2. PER REFTEL PARAS 3 AND 6, Administrative officer
in Mogadishu has negotiated
-- A lease agreement for Dols 36,000.00 for the period
January 10, 1993 thru June 11, 1993 at the rate of US
Dols 6,000.00 per month for a Villa; and,
-- A lease for the Conoco compound for six months at
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NAIROB 28472 240858Z
DOLS 41,260.00.

3. TO PLEASE ADVISE SOONEST TO PERMIT PROMPT
PAYMENT. REGARDS.
(2400) HEMPSTONE##
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REVIEW AUTHORITY: JOHN S BLODGETT
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